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Abstract

Efficient and fast NGS algorithms are essential to analyze the terabytes of data generated by the next generation sequencing machines. A serious bottleneck can be the design of such algorithms, as they require sophisticated data structures and advanced hardware implementation. We propose an open-source library dedicated to genome assembly and analysis to fasten the process of developing efficient software. The library is based on a recent optimized de-Bruijn graph implementation allowing complex genomes to be processed on desktop computers using fast algorithms with very low memory footprints. The GATB library is written in C++ and is available at the following web site http://gatb.inria.fr under the A-GPL license.

Introduction

The analysis of NGS data remains a time and space-consuming task. Many efforts have been made to provide efficient data structures for indexing the terabytes of data generated by the fast sequencing machines (Suffix Array, Burrows-Wheeler transform, Bloom Filter, etc.). Genome assemblers such as Velvet (Zerbino et al., 2008), ABysS (Simpson et al., 2008), SOAPdenovo2 (Luo et al., 2012), SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012) or mappers such as BWA (Li et al., 2009) or variant detection such as CRAC (Philippe et al., 2013) for instance make an intensive use of these data structures to keep their memory footprint as low as possible.

At the same time, parallelism has been largely investigated to reduce execution time. Many strategies such as GPU implementation (Liu et al., 2012), cloud deployment (Zhao et al., 2013), algorithm vectorization (Rizk et al., 2010), multithreading, etc., have demonstrated high potentiality on NGS processing.

The overall efficiency of NGS software depends on a smart combination of data representation and use of the available processing units. Developing such software is thus a real challenge, as it requires a large spectrum of competence from high-level data structure and algorithm concepts to tiny details of implementation.

The GATB library aims to ease the design of NGS algorithms. It offers a panel of high-level optimized building blocks to speed-up the development of NGS tools related to genome assembly and/or genome analysis. The underlying data structure is a memory efficient de-Bruijn graph (Compeau et al., 2011), and the general parallelism model is multithreading. The GATB library targets standard computing resources such as current multicore processor (laptop computer, small server) with a few GBytes of memory.
Hence, from the high-level C++ functions available in the GATB library, NGS programming designers can rapidly elaborate their own software based on state-of-the-art algorithms and data structures of the domain.

Based on the same idea, other bioinformatics libraries exist, from which domain specific tools can be elaborated. The NGS++ library (Markovis et al., 2013) is specifically tailored for developing applications that work with genomic regions and features, such as epigenomics marks, gene features and data that are associated with BED type files. The SeqAn library (Doring et al., 2008) is a general-purpose library targeting standard sequence processing. Advanced data structures such as de-Bruijn graphs are not included in SeqAn. Khmer (Crusoe et al., 2014) is a library and toolkit for doing k-mer-based NGS dataset analysis. As with GATB, most of khmer relies on an underlying probabilistic data structure (Bloom filter). The khmer library can be used in various k-mer processing such as abundance filtering, error trimming, graph size filtering or partitioning.

Methods

One of the main concerns of the GATB-core library is to provide computing modules able to run on standard machines, i.e. computers not requiring large amount of main memory. The central data structure is a de-Bruijn graph from which numerous actions can be performed: data error correction, assembly, biological motif detection (e.g. SNP), etc. The graph is constructed by extracting and by counting all the different k-mers from one or several sequencing data sets. This time and space consuming task is conducted by a disk streaming algorithm, DSK, (Risk et al., 2013) which adapts its memory requirement according to the available computer memory. Tradeoff between execution time and memory occupancy can be set up: the larger the computer memory, shorter the computation time (reduced disk access).

The de-Bruijn graph memory footprint is kept very low thanks to an optimized Bloom filter representation (Chikhi et al., 2012; Salikhov et al., 2013). Only vertices of the de-Bruijn graph are memorized. Edges are deduced by querying the Bloom filter. False positives (due to the probabilistic behavior of the Bloom filter) are suppressed by adding an extra data structure enumerating critical vertices. This very efficient de-Bruijn graph representation fits, for example, a complete mammal genome in about 4 GB.

Implementation

The GATB library is composed of five main packages: system, tools, bank, kmer and de-Bruijn packages. The system package holds all the operations related to the operating system: file management, memory management and thread management. Using such an abstraction allows client code to be independent from the OS, thus suppressing compilation directive inside the code or improving some OS accesses by hiding specific OS optimization. The supported operating systems are Linux, Mac and Windows.

The tools package offers generic operations used throughout user application, but not specific to genomics area. For example, this package includes design pattern tools (such as iterators, observers, smart pointers, etc.) and object collections (such as containers, bags, iterables, etc.). It also optimizes the way GATB data structures are saved. The HDF5 file format is currently used (HDF5 2012). This powerful technology is extremely well suited for large and complex data collection such as those handled in the GATB library.
The bank package provides operations related to standard genomic sequence dataset management. All the main sequence file formats are supported, and high-level interfaces allow sequences to be easily iterated regardless of the input format. In other words, algorithms are written independently of the input formats. The kmer package is dedicated to fine-grained manipulation of k-mers. Optimized routines are provided to perform k-mer counting from large sequence datasets, to find k-mer neighborhood or to select k-mers based on different criteria.

Finally, the de-bruijn package provides high-level functions to manipulate a static de-Bruijn graph data structure: creation from a set of k-mers, iteration through different nature of nodes (simple k-mers, branching k-mers, etc.), extraction of neighbor nodes, etc. Additional information (e.g. k-mer coverage, markers of visited nodes) is stored in the graph branching nodes. From this abstraction level, developing new tools based on de-Buijn graphs is fast, and does not require programmers to delve into low level details.

The GATB library takes benefit of the parallel nature of today’s multicore architecture of microprocessors. When possible, time-consuming parts of the code are multithreaded to provide fast runtime execution. The GATB library is developed in C++ under the A-GPL license and is available from the following web site: http://gatb.inria.fr. An extensive documentation with tutorials is available to guide designers in the process of developing new NGS tools from the GATB building blocks: http://gatb-core.gforge.inria.fr (see also supplementary file 2 for technical implementation details).

**Result**

To demonstrate the efficiency of the GATB library, a few software implemented from GATB are briefly presented. The idea is to give a quick overview of the application spectrum of the GATB library, and some performance numbers.

Minia (Chikhi et al., 2012) is a short-read de-Bruijn assembler capable of assembling large and complex genomes into contigs on a desktop computer. The assembler produces contigs of similar length and accuracy to other de-
Bruijn assemblers - e.g. Velvet (Zerbino et al., 2008). As an example, a Boa constrictor constrictor (1.6 Gbp) dataset (Illumina 2x120 bp reads, 125x coverage) from Assemblathon 2 (Bradman et al., 2013) can be processed in approximately 45 hours and 3GB of memory on a standard computer (3.4 GHz 8-core processor) using a single core, yielding a contig N50 of 3.6 Kbp (prior to scaffolding and gap-filling).

Bloocoo is a k-mer spectrum-based read error corrector, designed to correct large datasets with very low memory footprints. It uses the disk streaming k-mer counting algorithm contained in the GATB library, and inserts solid k-mers in a bloom-filter. The correction procedure is similar to the Musket multistage approach (Liu et al., 2012). Bloocoo yields similar results while requiring far less memory: for example, it can correct whole human genome re-sequencing reads at 70 x coverage with less than 4GB of memory (see supplementary file 1 for extra information on Bloocoo).

DiscoSNP aims to discover Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) from non-assembled reads and without a reference genome. From one or several datasets a global de-Bruijn graph is constructed, then scanned to locate specific SNP graph patterns (Uricaru et al., 2014). A coverage analysis on these particular locations can finally be performed to validate and assign scores to detected biological elements. Applied on a mouse dataset (2.88 Gbp, 100 bp Illumina reads), DiscoSnp takes 34 hours and requires 4.5 GB RAM. In the same spirit, the TakeABreak software discovers inversion variants from non-assembled reads. It directly finds particular patterns in the de-Bruijn Graph, and provides execution performances similar to DiscoSNP (Lemaitre et al., 2014).
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